Reading Ideas
Slough Libraries website

Tales of the city?
Please reserve the items below that you would like to read.
Remember, reservations are only 50p per adult book.
Key to available formats:

Pbk: paperback
LP: large print

Hbk: hardback
CD: audio CD

Title & author
Frog music by Emma Donoghue
It is 1876, and San Francisco is in the middle of a stifling
heatwave and smallpox epidemic. A young woman, Jenny
Bonnet, is murdered and it is up to her friend, the burlesque
dancer Blanche, to hunt down the killer. If he doesn’t find her
first!

Available
Formats
Pbk
Hbk
LP

YouTube

Gold by Chris Cleave
Pbk
Top cyclists Kate and Zoe are best friends but also fierce rivals LP
competing for Olympic glory. Gold begins with Zoe training in
Athens for the Olympics and Kate, at home in Manchester, with
her baby. But what is Kate prepared to sacrifice in the race to
the London Olympics?
YouTube

Postcard killers by James Patterson and Liza Marklund
Jacob Kanon is on the trail of his daughter’s killer through
Europe’s most beautiful cities. She was murdered when on
holiday in Rome. Since then, young people in Paris,
Copenhagen, Frankfurt, and Stockholm have been killed.
There is nothing to connect the crimes, other than postcards to
local newspapers predating each attack.
YouTube

Pbk
LP
Also
available
in Polish

Title & author

Available
Formats

Miracle cure by Harlan Coben
Pbk
Washington and Bangkok are the backdrops for this nonstop
Hbk
thriller from award winning writer Harlan Coben. One by one Dr LP
Harvey Riker’s patients are getting well, and one by one they
are being targeted by a serial killer. This will have you guessing
until the last twist in the tale.

Paris by Edward Rutherfurd
A sweeping panorama embracing two centuries in which the
French capital comes to glorious life. It focuses on the history
of four families, as they intrigue, plot vengeance, fall in love
and intermarry.

Pbk

YouTube

P. S. I love you by Cecelia Ahern
Dublin sweethearts Gerry and Holly were clearly destined for
each other – so everyone thinks. When Gerry suddenly dies,
Holly is devastated. But Gerry is watching over her, and can
show her a way to face the times ahead.

Pbk

The Complaints by Ian Rankin
Pbk
Malcolm Fox is a sour copper in an unpopular job, investigating Hbk
his fellow officers in the Edinburgh force. He is asked to follow LP
up a lead on a colleague, Jamie Breck, suspected of belonging
to a paedophile ring. But is Breck everything he appears to
be?

2

The slap by Christos Tsiolkas
At a Melbourne barbecue, a man slaps someone else’s
misbehaving toddler. The ramifications of the incident spread
outwards, like ripples in a pool, profoundly affecting the lives of
the onlookers.

Pbk
LP

Jerusalem: the Biography by Simon Sebag Montefiore
How did a remote Middle Eastern settlement become the world
centre of three religions? Montefiore takes the reader on a
spellbinding exploratory journey, from King David to the current
Israel-Palestine conflict.

Hbk
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